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The producer, who has released 14 nightclubs on several record la-
bels, signed a contract for the remix of “Sole nel mio cuore” by tal-
ented singer Veila. The world launch is scheduled for March 12. A 
loud song with Latin rhythms that make you dance all summer. On 
March 26, the single will be entirely produced by Ewo’s dance pop 
sound “Tonigh”, according to the producer this theme is one of his 
best musical productions. If this pandemic allows, a busy summer is 
expected for the DJ-producer, whose dates have already been booked 
around the world. 
 

World NeW’s

 ItalIan DJ anD proDucer ewo ramIrez reaches 
an agreement wIth thunDer label unIversal 
musIc group. 

On March 11, the first party in the 
series «Electro Kitchen» was held 
at the Noor K’che bar, headlined by 
popular Russian DJ and producer 
Dj Lena Estetica, as well as DJ, 
radio host, Dmitr producer and 
Bobrov. The format of the festival 
was a fundamentally exceptional 
house, which created an unfor-
gettable musical atmosphere. The 
most interesting thing is that the 
name of the «Electro Kitchen» 
festivities that can be held weekly 
on Thursday is taken before the 
area where the dance floor is now, 
was the kitchen of the bar with all 
the workshops, boilers and refrig-
erated stalls. 

Gudovsky and architect Pokrovs-
kiy in a week in January domi-
nated the upstairs kitchen, built 
a bar and started a party organ-
izing groovy. Under the exhaust 
pipe - a boiling di-jak, under the 
roof light jellyfish, in refrigerators 
you can sit and even dance. Now 
all fans can visit our bar and get 
lots of nice emotions, especially 
the entrance is free, and behind 
the bar behind the hood you can 
load with unique cocktails from 
the waiter. 

DJ LENA ESTETICA AND ALEXEY 
GUDOVSKY THREW A SERIES 
OF PARTIES CALLED «ELECTRO 
KITCHEN» 

A young producer of Techno 
from Russia, nicknamed 
Theory_27, who has already 
released more than 30 releases, 
prepares to present his new 

theory_27 prepares to launch a new «noIr» 
launch on the german label 

ITALY

Niles Hollowll-Dhar, better known by 
KSHMR’s stage name, the Indo-American DJ and 
music producer announced the launch of his 
clothing store, which is timed for the release 
of his new album HARMONICA ANDROMEDA. 
In the store a variety of clothes with a print 
on the theme of the next album, as well as 
a CD Lion Across The Field CD and other 
merch. The producer said that on the day of 
the album’s release, which is scheduled for 
March 19, the action was created. The first 30 
people who purchased KSHMR souvenirs will 
receive an invitation to their private virtual 
party to listen to the new album next week, a 
limited number of participants are available. 

KSHMR LAUNCHED A PROMOTION SCHEDULED TO COINCIDE 
WITH THE RELEASE OF THE ANDROMEDA HARMONICA. 

RUSSIA
work called Noir, which will be 
released on the German label 
Trip and Dream owned by 
Trippy Code. The Noir track is 
made in the style of Minimal 
Techno. On the track there are 
parts of serious characteristics, 
which harmonize perfectly 
with acidic sounds. In the near 
future, the producer launches 
new themes and will continue 
to develop in the international 
space, allowing it to attract even 
more energy to create quality 
music. 

RUSSIA

World NeW’sUSA
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Italian DJ and techno producer Gabriel Di 
Pasqua will please many fans with a number 
of releases, including collaboration. 

According to the musician, 2021 was a very 
productive year for him. This is demonstrat-
ed by his next work, which is scheduled to 
be published between April and June of this 
year. He plans to release several songs, two 
remixes, a single and an EP. 

The first release is a remix of the song, 
owned by artists Apo Tulup and Josefono L 
Telefono, in collaboration with artist Frank 
Sonic. The second release, which is also re-
leased in April, is a single in collaboration 
with the artist zplex, called “Bring Me to The 
Light”. This clue will be about all of us, to 
talk about how we all are under control and 
where our love has gone, in the end there 
will be a cry of hope, which shouts, “Bring 
me to the light”!  

For me, zplex has become more than just 
a colleague. I daresay that for the last few 
years he’s like a little brother to me and we 
want to keep working together. We’re proud 

“Bring Me to Light,” which he sows on April 
9 in Tiefdruckgebeat(Berlin) 

In May, the EP was released in collaboration 
with established artist Frank Sonic, who is 
already collaborating with world-renowned 
labels such as Armada/Toolroom/Traum/
zehn Records. 

The EP “Like A Boss” contains two tracks, 
one of which is stronger than the other. 
We also had the honor of receiving a remix 
from two famous artists such as Alexan-
dros Djkevingr and Greg Ignatovich, who 
appeared on the record labels, Dyinamic / 
Ellum / Renessaince.  

They will play it on their set on “World LIVE 
Streaming on Beatport” on March 17. As for 
“Like A Boss”, it is sown on May 17 on “Awen 
Records” (Spain/Mexico) 

The release series 
will be released in the 
first half of the year by 
Gabriel Di Pasqua 

World NeW’s Italy

What are you working on now? 

I am working on a new music and project called 
«The Room»... that very soon. At this point you 
can only say that we can follow us on Instagram 
and Facebook if you want to be aware of the 
launch.  

Are you participating in the organization of the 
world music festival «Europe», what is your role 
in this festival? 

I currently work as a graphic designer.  

He managed to create two correct labels: 
«Decibel» and «Porky Records». Was it difficult to 
start both projects?  

Like every project, at the beginning of the work 
.... It is difficult, but with desire, faith and effort 
anything is possible. 

We see great artists on both labels, are there any 
new ones? Tell us about them. 

We are always looking for new music... there 
are no new artists of an international character 
by fame or by name in the world... We do our 
job qualitatively by selecting the skill and sound 
quality of the works that are coming. And in 
general, I can say, the most important thing is to 
be a little patient... The best thing is to come. 

What aircraft are you planning for the near 
future? 

As I said, it’s a continuation of record label 
development, writing and launching quality 
music, as my new interesting project. 

Aren Suárez is a popular Spanish DJ and producer, owner of two 
European labels Decibel Music and Porky Records. 

World NeW’sSpain
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Showtek partnered with Sevenn returns to 
the electronic scene with the song “Pum 
Pum” released on Label Skink 

The Dutch duo Showtek returns a distinctive 
sound and team up with Brazilian-Amer-
ican producer Sevenn for their new song 
«Pum Pum». The track was made for the 
dance floor and brings together the unique 
musical styles of both artists, released by 
Label Skink, which is owned by brothers 
Wauter and Shuberd Janssen, better known 
as Showtek. 

Since most fans are now locked up at home, 
Showtek and Sevenn have announced a 
collaboration to satisfy the public’s desire 
and festival experiments. The music, which 
opens with loud, shiny tombs, is filled with 
a drop of voices that make your cakes move. 
The new Dutch release follows a «Someone 
Like Me» from Universal Music. 

Brothers Wauter and Schubird Janssen 
made the name Showtek on the internation-
al dance scene thanks to their high-energy 
style and rhythm, which spawned many of 
the festival’s anthems. «The original idea for 
«Pum Pum» was created during our stereo 
tour of Australia, during a studio session in 
Melbourne, along with singer-songwriter 
Sonny Wilson and GC. We worked on some 
ideas for a while, but finally, with Sevenne’s 
help, we got what we lacked. You can really 
hear the mix between our musical style and 
Sevenn’s style. We are very happy with the 
way this song came out and we are happy 
to release it. The song’s trick is a vocal cut 
in the drop, which is perfect for clubs and 
festivals and will satisfy our fans who are 
looking forward to going out and partying 
with us soon,» Showtek says. 

The initial success of the hardstyle duo with 

themes such as «FTS» the well-
known, and continue to develop 
and develop their style in the dy-
namic and multi-gen sound we 
know and love. His hits «Believ-
er» with Major Lazer, «Booyah» 
and «Bad» with David Guetta, 
the single «We Like To Party» 
and the version of «Natural 
Blues» Moby became music clas-
sics dancing around the world. 
They have their own Label Skink 
label, which launches releases 
of names such as Henry Fong, 
Gammer, Sidney Samson, MAKJ 
and others. Showtek proved once 
again that it is far from complet-

ing its musical journey. 
Kevin Brauer has exploded on 
the international electronic mu-
sic scene under the name Sevenn 
and brings his full name to this 
collaboration. «With the pan-
demic block on the way out, I’m 
non-stop in the studio, recording 
and creating exciting new sounds, 
expanding musical horizons and 
challenging the world of music 
as we know them. My second 
release in 2021, ‘Pum Pum’, with 
Showtek legends, turned out to 
be one of the most exciting for 
me,» Sevenn concludes. 
Sevenn’s repertoire includes 
four global hits: «Colors Of The 
Rainbow», created in collab-
oration with Kathy, and such 
successful releases as «BYOB» 
and «The Wall», created in con-
junction with Alok, the latter of 
which have more than 50 mil-
lion auditions. Sevenn’s large-
scale collaboration with Tiesto, 
«BOOM», debuted at the Ultra 
Music Festival in Miami in 2017 
and conquered the planet. The 
2018 version of the single, voiced 
by Gucci Mane, peaked at #14 on 
the Billboard Hot Dance/Elec-
tronic chart, earning more than 
120 million listens to Spotify.  
Sevenn has played at some of the 
world’s most famous festivals, in-
cluding «Tomorrowland», «Lol-
lapalooza» and «Creamfields». 
Both Showtek and Sevenn 
worked hard in the studio during 
the pandemic, so keep an eye on 
the new songs of each of these 
talented artists soon! Note the 
«Pum Pum» now available on all 
digital platforms. 

World NeW’s Netherlands
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LAS Vegas DJ and producer 
Anayah wants to turn his par-
ty series on Thursday into a 
big festival. Every Thursday, 
Anayah hosts a theme event in 
downtown Las Vegas called 

«The Usual Place». 
I invent content and do most 
things by hand. Every month 
is a new theme! Right now,» 
«Candy Land» is decorated 
with cool design and bright ob-
jects, as well as booking all local 
DJs for a meeting place. When 
all the restrictions associated 
with the pandemic are removed 
and we have the opportunity to 
work normally, 

I plan to bring up head of the 
world. You can also open space 
outside this club and make a 
scene in the parking lot with 

a huge tent and a crazy sound 
system. The purpose of all this 
is to become something like El-
row or EDC - it’s the project of 
my dreams. Also on Thursday 
I have a residence in FRI and 
Sat, at the Artisan Hotel, where 
I play weekly with great art-
ists. In April, I’m going to play 
with popular representatives of 
the electronic scene at a desert 
party called Desert Rats.  It’s a 
great event that lets you keep 
in touch with the people of Las 
Vegas and California. 

In May I go an actuary at the 
Arizona Festival with Green 
Velvet and many other amazing 
names. Tales planes are planned 
in Anayah in the near future. 
 

Anayah plans to create a major new 
festival in the United States 

World NeW’s USA



Daniele tell us about your planes to resume 
the musical project... 

To restart my music project the recipe is 
always the bad- it is the launch of those aimed 
at high-level labels, also support and feedback 
with famous names, perhaps accompanied 
by certain videos to run on various social 
channels, stop. More collaboration with other 
talented young artists and perhaps attract a 
musician to create a remix. 

Unfortunately, the music market has been 
saturated for a while, too many record labels, 
too many releases, then a pandemic, a sales 
collapse, and now bots in bitport. At this point 
I took a break from the musical production 
to recharge and find new inspiration, because 
despite all this, after a big crisis there is always 

a great time to restart, and I want to be ready 
for this moment on stage and in the studio. 

Let’s talk about expectations: How do you 
plan to perform again this summer and talk 
about the new things you have prepared for 
your fans? 

Obviously, I have very high expectations, 
there is no wait to be the stage again and 
perform! Even last summer, when I resumed 
his July performance, four months later, 
there was a great desire to make music, 
have fun and leave behind this pandemic, 
unimaginable before its inception. Even 
with all the safety precautions and protocols 
adopted by managers and promoters, it was 
difficult to comply with the camouflage and 
estating obligation, as events and matches 

are synonymous with aggregation and 
assembly.  

Seven months have passed since 
August 16, from the time they have 
been restricted. Until there are a large 
number of young people vaccinated, 
and there is no reduction in infection, 
it cannot be restarted. Unfortunately, 
I don’t think this summer in Italy is 
entertainment events and festivals. 
Ibiza, known all over the world as 
the island of fun, clubs and the best 
dj producers on the scene, never 
premiered last summer. Clubs and 
hotels are closed throughout the 
season. We can only wait and cross our 
fingers, as well as be ready to perform 
for my fans. 

Last year you toured India, tell us 
about it. 

Yes, that’s right. It was a very big and 
unexpected experience. A couple of 
years ago I contacted Facebook by 
an Indian promoter who organized 
tours to India to promote new styles 
of dance music and to whom my 
name was mentioned by a colleague 
who was there on tour. Techno came 
a few years ago, but everything about 
the house, deep, techno and minimal, 
almostdesconorated. In 4 cities in 
6 days. I found myself alone in this 
country and without the ability to 
communicate and understand. I felt 
lost and ionded in poverty, real. He 
traveled a lot in my whole life, but 
I never thought I’d face a situation 
before this trip. 

Many electronic projects have 
announced preparations for the 

World NeW’s Italy

Daniele Travali is a Dj from Palermo, known for his Tech-house sTyle. Daniele 
TransmiTs emoTions, energy anD Passion wiTh his music, Touring The worlD in iTaly, 
sPain, germany, russia, uniTeD arab emiraTes. Travali has PerformeD wiTh many 
inTernaTional Djs known as Paul kalkbrenner, jamie jones, loco Dice, josePh 
caPriaTi anD many oThers. 
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holidays this fall, what about their future 
tours of the country? 

Right now there is a lot of talk, dreams, hope, 
thinks about when we can start over, but 
today there is nothing we can do, especially 
in Europe. Before the pandemic there were 
some good situations in preparation. It 
is known about the dates of the Decibel 
Reserve Agency that are planned. in which 
I will participate, but given what happened 
last summer, with what happened, and 
the evolution of the pandemic in Europe, 
everything that has stopped and we cannot 
make forecasts or projects. We’ll be the last 
to start. 

World NeW’s Italy
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LEUCHTTURN RECORDS
The Chilean label Leuchtturm Grabaciones was 
established in October 2015. The label’s specialty 
focuses on musical styles such as House and Tech 
House, with influences from Funky, Minimal and 
Techno. The label’s main idea is to convey to the 
public the opportunity to show the music as a halo 
of light that comes from their hearts and illumi-
nates the way. 

ИТАЛИЯ

Tell us about the producer 
selection process for the label. 

Leuchtturm has selection 
criteria that point to proposals 
that do not follow trends, but 
nevertheless have something 
to say. We usually look for 
music with independence and 
character. Music that personally 
catches my eye, as well as music, 
which is technically well mixed 
and works to sound optimally 
on different platforms and in the 
club.  

All record labels have their 
expertise in certain musical 
directions. What genres does the 
label work with? 

We launched Minimal, Deep 
House and some Techno. Also 
developed is a melodic side with 
Latin American influences that 
works on the dance floor and 
moves the audience.  

What are the top 5 of the label? 

I think every release has 
something special, and I can 
highlight this: 
Afrik & The Smiling Orchestra 

 
Marco Latrach - Willkommen 
2019 
Movement - Moahs, Milos 
Pesovic 
Claudio Arditti - Fauna 
Marco Latrach - Joy Joy 

Which are the most famous 
producers that have gone through 
the label. Determining the word 
«success» in your concept? And 
what kind of producers can they 
be proud of? 

Success for me is the reflection 
and acceptance of a work of art 
with the recognition of the public. 
We have such outstanding artists 
as Alejandro Vivanco, Philipe 
Liard, Rodrigo Laffertt, Alfonso 
Bz, Felipe Galleguillos, without 
going any further for me, it was 
a platform that allowed me to 
show music to the world.  

What is the label focused on and 
what can you expect from it in 
the future? 

Leuchtturm was born as a 
window to show the music 
we created together with my 
production friends without 

following any trends, logically 
we didn’t want to just with our 
material, and choose a label in 
Germany in 2015. As for the 
future, I hope that people who 
know the label will understand 
that they can find special and 
timeless material. 

What new releases are you 
proud of? 

We recently released a 
compilation album called Taxi 
Series Vol II, which contains the 
music of many new talents from 
Chile. It seems to me that this 
collection has much in common, 
as the invasion of new producers 
marks a new stage in the national 
artistic manifesto, which has 
certainly stagnated. 
We are also preparing a new EP 
and a new label called Colours 
Club Music, which hides mainly 
in party music. Therefore, I 
arrange to better organize 
and give a more eclectic line 
Leuchtturm. 
If you would like to show us your 
material, please send us a link to 
a private sound cloud demos@
leuchtturmrecords.com. 

Marco 
Latrach

World label Chile



LABEL DM2 RECORDS

Tell us about the producer selec-
tion process for the label. 

Five years later, we are little more 
selective, listening to the clues 
that artists send us to make a 
good choice of the music they 
send. We’re always on the look-
out for a tech house. 

All record labels have their ex-
pertise in certain musical di-
rections. What genres does your 
label work with? 

We work with different branches 
of the house, but Tech Hose is 
what we focus on in Dacusan. 

What are the top 5 tag launches? 

Francis Key - Shakein (Original 
Mix),  
Mr. Cozzo - Lovespace (Original 
Mix),  
Nestor Neven - Easy Way (Orig-
inal Mix),  
Edu Saiz - Row (Original Mix)     
Francis Key - Whoam (Original 
Mix) 

What are the most famous art-
ists who have gone through the 
label, what is the definition of 
the word «success» in their con-
cept and which producers can be 
proud of? 

Dok and Martin is one of the 
most famous artists to have 
passed through the label. For 

us, success means being satisfied 
with the work done and that our 
tracks are well received by lis-
teners. Speaking of producers, 
I could name some names, as 
there are many artists who have 
gone through the label and some 
of them have a very good growth.                                                                                                                                          
                                                                       
What is the label focused on and 
what can you expect from it in 
the future? 

I think we focus on a little bit of 
«helping» or empowering artists 
starting from below, but of course 
always supporting the selection 
criteria, we can’t put a single clue, 
because, as you say, we’re looking 
forward to the future of the label, 

David Cueto

The musical label, creaTed by david cueTo (es) in 2016, is designed exclusively for The 
enTire branch of The music house (deep house, Technological house, Techno...). 
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a future in which we’re going to 
grow rapidly in the music indus-
try. 

What new releases are you proud 
of?  

The truth is that now come some 
very interesting releases, by 
Markyno, Montanelli Leonardo. 
We’ll talk about them in more 
detail in another interview... 

World label Spain
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Tell us about the producer 
selection process for the label. 

In fact, there are no artists for 
our label, we choose materials 
that fit the line and genre that we 
want to launch for our label.  

All record labels have their 
expertise in certain musical 
directions. What genres does 
your label work with?
 
Tech House and House 

What are the top 5 tag launches? 

For me, all of these are very good 
releases, but if I have to stand out, 
I would highlight the following:  
Tyler Coey - La lala la la  
Tyler Coey - Night Party 
Lefrak - So good  
Arzenic - Deez 
Sam Ferry - Stay with my baby  

What are the most famous 
artists who have gone through 
the label? What is the definition 
of «success» in your concept? 
And what kind of producers can 
they be proud of? 

At the moment there is no famous 
artist who is on the label, but we 
have received excellent reviews 
from such famous artists as Loco 
Dice, Chelina Manuhutu, Lexlay 
and many others. 
We and the trusted team are very 
happy with all the artists who 
came out on our label. 

What is the label focused on and 
what can we expect from it in the 
future? 

Now we are more focused on the 
choice of music, for new releases, 
in the future we will start with 
events such as storefronts, which 

at this time there are not possible 
because of the situation, we do 
not stop and plan to participate 
in many musical events. 

What new releases are you proud 
of? 

We are proud of all our work, 
as I said, there are very good 
releases that are in our following 
presentations: 
Vinnci, Liquefied - Exciting Ears 
(Original Mix)  
Middleground.uk much better 
(swylled remix) 
Sam Ferry - Keep a My Baby 
(Tyler Coey Remix)  
More than friends - Freak & you 
know Original Mix 

THE SPANISH LABEL RELYT RECORDS, CREATED BY PRODUCER TY-
LER COWIE SPECIALIZING IN GENRES SUCH AS TECH HOUSE AND 
HOUSE. 

21

ИСПАНИЯ
World label Spain
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Tell us about the producer se-
lection process for the label. 

Our choice for the label is large-
ly based on finding new talents 
that fit the style of the label. 

All record labels have their 
expertise in certain musical di-
rections. What genres does the 
label work with? 

Our music era Club Tech House 
because we like this guy too. 

What are the top 5 tag launch-
es? 

No hay we have a favorite re-
lease, all the music we release is 
great. They always produce big 
problems. 

What are the most famous pro-
ducers that have gone through 
the label? How to define success 
in your concept and which pro-
ducers can you be proud of? 

We are proud of the work we 
have been doing in the last 2 
years, our vision is to bring 
together the best artists. Our 
concept brings together tal-
ented artists and successful 
representatives of the young 
underground, and that’s it un-
derground. That’s the kind of 
policy we’re pursuing. We have 
worked with great artists such 
as David Herrero, ConHarles 
Ramirez, Jay Kurmis, Stanny 
Abram, Dj Pp... 

What is the label focused on 

and what can you expect from 
it in the future? 

We are working to become a 
great brand and we have big 
planes for the future. We want to 
release vinyl releases and make 
record label presentations. 
 
What new releases are you 
proud of? 

We have an extensive catalogue 
of 2021 releases entitled Arado, 
Marc Ross, Ben A, Eddie Ama-
dor and many other producers. 

An independent experimental label based on the fascination with 
the refreshing exotic sophistication of Deep House and Experi-
mental Techno fragrances, designed for night dance floors, sup-
porting young artists from all over the world. 
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ГЕРМАНИЯ
World label Italy
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ИСПАНИЯ

Tell us about the label selection process. 

The selection process is that the interpreter who 
sends us the clues follows the label line.., that’s the 
most important thing. 

All record labels have their expertise in certain 
musical directions. What genres does the label 
work with? 

Technological house... Exclusively. Although you 
can find some techno or house releases. 

What are the top 5 of the label? 

Difficult to choose..... I like a lot of people, if I have 
to name names, I call them all. 

Which are the most famous producers that have 

gone through the label. Determining the word 
«success» in your concept? And what kind of pro-
ducers can they be proud of? 

The most famous producers who have released 
their works on Porky Records are Max Shapman, 
Raffa Fl, Andre Butano...  

What is the label focused on and what can you ex-
pect from it in the future? 

The label focuses on finding new music and follow-
ing a default path that leads to the release of the 
best that comes to the label.  

What new releases are you proud of? 

 Dj Matt Negro.... this is a fantastic episode! 

Porky Records specializes in Tech House’s musical style. The 
label is characterized by the most professional recent music 
and is suitable for artists with industry experience and high 
quality tracks. 
 

World label Spain
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CAT DEALERS

When did you first realize you wanted to be 
musicians?

We’ve been into music since we were really 
young, but we never imagined ourselves as mu-
sicians. Lugui started his passion for electronic 
music when he was a kid, I think he was 8 when 
he started searching more about it, and I (Pe-
dro) have also been interested in music since a 
really young age, I started playing drums when 
I was 11. At some point around 2012, we start-
ed to get really interested in electronic music 
performances, we got so addicted to it that we 
had to learn how that kind of music was made. 

It started as a hobby, but after a while we real-
ized that this was not just for fun. We were really 
passionate about it, we studied about music pro-
duction all the time and we wanted to do it for 
a living. That’s when we began to produce our 
own music and we haven’t stopped since.

The first time you played a set in front of a live 
audience for the first time?

When we first started, Lugui was the one on 
stage and I used to stay backstage. He played a 
few times at friends’ parties, but just small stuff. 
As we started to release the tracks we were work-

Cat Dealers is a popular Brazilian electronic collective consisting of two brothers: Luiz 
Guilherme Cardoso and Pedro Henrique Cardoso, founded in 2016. The duo became 
world famous after the release of the remix of the House hit Tom Novy “Your Body”. To 
date, more than 70 million people have listened to it on iTunes, Google Music, Sound-
cloud, Deezer, etc. Starting in 2017, the musicians made the list of the top 100 DJs in the 
world according to the British magazine DJ Mag and remain in the top 100 to this day. 
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ing on, some real events started to contact us 
and we decided that it would be cooler if we 
played together, since we are brothers. Our 
first official show was in a prom party in Rio 
de Janeiro. We were the opening acts, playing 
just for the class students, before the event 
was actually opened. It was awesome!

Certainly your remix of Tom Novy’s “Your 
Body” brought you a lot of popularity. Tell 
us about how it was created?

Your Body has a funny story. Before we start-
ed as Cat Dealers, we were producing under 
a different project name. In the beginning 
of 2016, there was a huge hype with this 
particular sound style that was going on in 
Brazil, so we decided to start producing that 
style as well. Since our old project had a com-
pletely different style, we thought it would 
be better to create another one, called Cat 
Dealers. Your Body was one of the first tracks 
we made under the new name. We were in 
a piano class and our teacher showed us the 
Hungarian Dance and it got stuck in our 
heads. We then decided to work with it and 
its main melody was the inspiration to the 
melody we used for the breakdown in Your 
Body. But we also thought a vocal would 
make the track better and by chance one of 
our friends was singing Your Body, the orig-
inal version, just some days before, while we 
were playing poker. He was the one who told 
us to remix it. So we had the acapella vocals 
downloaded and right away thought it would 
sound perfect with the melody we produced. 
We put the two together and we were so in-
spired that the whole track idea was ready 
in just a few hours. Two days after that, the 
track was finished!

You are undoubtedly one of the best EDM 
projects in Brazil. How much support do you 
get from the fans in your native country?

Well, first of all, thank you. About the bra-
zilian fans, they are awesome! We wouldn’t 
be where we are today if it wasn’t for their 
support since the beginning of Cat Dealers. 
They are really dedicated and they always 
make an amazing crowd at the shows. We’re 
super lucky to have some organized fan clubs 
and we are so grateful for everything they do, 
all the time they invest on us and helping us 
out, promoting our songs and releases… It 
would’ve been definitely a lot harder to make 
it without them.

Tell us about your plans for 2021. What mu-
sic innovations are expected?

Since the beginning of the quarantine last year, 
we’ve been spending a lot of time in the studio, 
more than we ever did, as we were constantly 
on the road touring. So we got a lot of time to 
produce new tracks and to work on our sound 
style. The release of our song “Save Me Now”, 
at the end of last year, marked a new moment 
for our productions. We are more mature now 
and our style is evolving along with us. So you 
can expect a lot of new releases this year.

We know that you are scheduled to play at this 
year’s Electric Zoo Festival in Mexico. Tell us 
about that event.

We’re very excited about it! We haven’t played 
a live show in awhile and it’s definitely what 
we miss the most during this pandemic. We 
had to put all of our tours on hold, last year 
we were supposed to have a North Ameri-
can and an European tour, including playing 
mainstage at Tomorrowland, so we really miss 
playing live and our expectations are really 
high. We can’t wait for everything to be better 
so we can get back on the road.

What other milestone events in 2021 will you 
be playing in the world? Tell us about them.

Top persoN Brazil
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We still can’t say much, especially with all the 
uncertainties that are surrounding everywhere 
right now, but we hope to announce a lot more 
surprises, so stay tuned to our socials.

Let’s talk about your Video Podcasts on Tv.in-
somniac - Cat House Sessions.

We’re so excited about it! Currently we are res-
idents at Insomniac TV, where we play a new 
set every Sunday, in which all the visuals were 
created 100% digitally with the same 3D tech-
nology as the one used in Tomorrowland’s dig-
ital festival last year. Every set has a different 
theme, showing a different side of our project 
and with a different sound style. We are super 
happy with how it’s coming out and the results 
have been great. It’s something totally new for 
us, creating all the sets digitally and doing it 
exactly how we wanted. We’ve been studying 
for a while how we could use this technology, 
because we really wanted to work with it. We’ll 
for sure take everything we can from it and 
bring it to our shows once they’re back.

Since 2017, you’ve been ranked as one of the 
TOP 100 DJs in The world. Is it hard to stay in 
that ranking?

We feel privileged to be able to be ranked four 
years in a row! We made our first entry just a 
year after Cat Dealers began and we have made 
it every year since. We’re so grateful to our 
fans, because we know that this wouldn’t be 
possible without them and their support. It is 
hard to stay on the list, we believe, because it’s 
the result of a lot of hard work, it’s not just the 
voting months that count, but everything you 
did till then, your contribution to the scene.

Your wishes for the fans this year...

We wish everyone a better year. We know that 
things aren’t easy and they haven’t been for a 
while, but we hope that everyone stays strong 
and takes care of themselves and the ones they 
love. Always remember that all of this shall 
pass. Hopefully, we’ll soon meet again.



How did your passion for DJing 
begin?  

I started at a very young age.  
Despite my age, I managed to 
show myself well and have the 
opportunity to play with old 
school representatives at the 
Cotto Club Impacto club in 
Tenerife. In 2000 I was attracted 
to house music, and a split 
from there began my musical 
evolution. 

What difficulties did a young 
canary encounter in his path 
before taking his place in the 
world of music?  

Well, difficulties are always 

present in all professions. 
I always find a person or 
something who wants to stop 
your career, but I was always 
very picky with myself, and I 
keep fighting for what I like the 
most like like like likes likes, 
that is, for music.   

What do you think of the future 
of the electronics industry in 
Spain and Europe following the 
withdrawal of the restrictions 
associated with a covid?  

To date, there are many 
countries that hold events. For 
example, in Asia, also several 
Latin American countries, and 
even recently they joined them 

Amsterdam.  
Well, my opinion on events in 
Spain and Europe is definitely 
to be little again. Obviously it 
won’t be the same as in 2019, but 
I’m sure despite the limitations 
and reduced opportunities, but 
enjoy what we love the most. 
Very soon, a time when we will 
be free again. 
  
What is your most powerful job 
and what are you most proud 
of? 

It is very difficult to choose my 
favorite track, all my tracks work 
very well in clubs and festivals. 
All my songs have strong 
support from great artists such 

Jairo Delli
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as Roger Sanchez, Héctor Couto, Pirupa, Dennis 
Ferrer, Matthias Tanzmann and many others... 
Name the top five events he’s been involved in.  
WORLD RHYTHMS, FARRAWOLD, ROUSH 
LABEL SHOWCASE AT LONDON LIGHTBOX, 
PAPAGAYO BEACH CLUB. 

My No 5 is Thr33 where I was going an act, but 
unfortunately the pandemic and I couldn’t, but 
still on the front.  

Which artists would you like together?  

Well, I have a lot of producers they’re ready to 
perform with, but Hector Couto - one of my 
favorites, Eddy M, Matthias T. Anzmann and 
many others. 
 

Top persoN Spain

What names can you recommend? 
 
Héctor Couto, Cuartero, Eddy M Dennis Cruz, 
Chelina Manihutu, Gius-S, Mendo, Jacobo 
Padilla Alberto Segador, Alex Afonso, Alex 
Wellmann. 

What do you think of Tech House’s growth 
thanks to artists like Diplo, Fisher, Carnage? 

Well, the era of the tech house is one of the most 
danceable genres among the audience, and those 
that follow until now. This genus has incredible 
growth, although in the coming years, it is not 
known whether it continues to grow. Maybe 
other styles son of great prominence, who 
knows. Every year, musicals change a lot, just 
like fashion. 

Tell us about your planes by 2021. 

Well, as we all know, in 2021. So far, little is 
coming out and now it’s hard to make planes. But 
we have to think positively. I have a great time 
in the studio, write new clues and improve my 
skills.  I have great projects, hay 3 remixes that 
are ready for release and there will be surprises, 
but so far I can’t talk about them. 
 

JAIRO DELLI - BORN IN TENERIFE (CANARY ISLANDS) AND IS THE CULMINATION 
OF A HEALTHY METAMORPHOSIS THAT CONNECTS THE PAST AND PRESENT IN A 
CONSTANT EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS. 
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Tell us how you started your 
career.  I started DJing in 2010, 
playing reggae at Playa Pinet 
Ibiza. Let’s imagine: If you wer-
en’t a dj, which profession did 
you choose? 

If I wasn’t a Dj, I think I’d be a 
historian, anthropologist or phi-
losopher. 

You’ve been acting in Ibiza for 

years, how did you get to the is-
land of eternal happiness? 
 
I lived in Costa Rica. In 2007 I 
came to Ibiza on holiday, and I 
fell so in love with this island that 
I even became a citizen and lived 
there from 2009 to the present 
day. 

In addition to acting, he writes 
music. How long and have you 

Top persoN colomBia
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been very happy during this 
time? 

Yes, I produce and sing my own 
music... Two tracks have al-
ready been released. The first is 
Guantanamera released on the 
depnheat and Restriction label 
in MadeInIbiza... In the near 
future we will release a new EP 
with three original songs and 
two remixes for Boba Marley in 

DJ Eli Rojas is a successful Spanish DJ, who has proven his 
worth at parties on the island of Ibiza. Eli Rojas’ excellent 
musical taste and professionalism gives his performances un-
forgettable emotions for the public. 
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April. It will be a kind of gift for 
all the artist’s fans on his birth-
day.  

Will there be more pitches? 
Yes. As I said, the new releases 
are released from April, and 
each month we will release a 
theme and remix, which you 
can download for free in grati-
tude, for all the love and support 
received during these 11 years of 
career. 

As I know, you have your own 
programs on radio stations... 

I have a weekly program every 
Saturday from 9-10pm on 
Whoisindahouse, a monthly 
program on the last Sunday of 
the month on Pure Ibiza Radio 
with the program «Six degrees». 

We know that it was announced 
at the World Music Europe Fes-
tival, what interesting things 
have prepared for the fans of 
electronic music who have pre-
pared for this event?  

I’m very excited about this event. 
At the World Music Festival Eu-
rope, I’m preparing a selection 
of tech house and Afrohouse 
pumps that make all of Madrid 
dance. It’s going to be amazing. 

Tell us about your planes by 
2021. And are there already 
planned performances?  

Every summer I perform at the 
marlin blue residence in Ibiza, 
also in El Girona for the Sunday 
de Delirios festival for my Sun-
day residence, and we are cur-
rently in talks with Barcelona, 

Mallorca and Dubai. 

Of all the parties you’ve played, 
is there anything else you re-
member? 

My party at Blue Marlin in Ibiza. 
It was a #EliRojasAndFriends, it 
was one of the most beautiful 
parties of my entire DJ career. 
What do you think was the hard-
est part of your music career? 
The hardest part is focusing on 
music production. 

And as a non-definitive. A word 
for the magazine’s fans and 
readers? 

Thank you Top Event for inter-
viewing «love and support!!!!.» 
It’s nice to share my life and love 
of music with all of you... I hope 
to see you soon. 

Top persoN colomBia
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What got you interested in 
electronic music?

It happened in several steps 
during my youth. Discovering 
music by Daft Punk, Roger 
Sanchez or Bob Sinclar on the 
radio. Then I remember when 
I came to a club for the first 
time, I was amazed by the DJ.  
So, it came naturally, the desire 
to become a DJ and to be in-
volved in Electronic Music, a 
genre that brings me loads of 
great sensations

At what stage did you realize 
that Tech House is your musi-
cal style?

The click was when I discov-
ered Ibiza in 2011, but also 
being a resident in a small club 
in Grenoble called ‘Status’ I 
learnt a lot! 

In the same time, I was start-
ing to produce my own Music 
with Ableton Live and thanks 
to these experiences I had in 
mind what kind of music I 
would like to produce.

I don’t set myself limits, I love 
to explore various aspects of 
the genre: sometimes Latin / 
Afro, sometimes rolling tech 
house, sometimes more min-
imale, but always with that 
groovy touch in the way to 

make people dance and have a 
good time!

There’s a lot of competition 
among producers in the mu-
sic market now, what do you 
think you need to stand out 
from the rest?

You’re right, to say the least! 
I think that the most impor-
tant thing is to find your own 
sound. So, when someone lis-
tens 30s of a track he can rec-
ognize it’s yours.

Your tracks are great. They 
are released by such big la-
bels as  Cr2 Records, Arma-
da Subjekt, Desert Hearts, Ju

an
ito

Top persoN France

Jonathan Aguilar, known by the nickname Juanito, is a talented DJ/pro-
ducer born in France in the late 80’s, now working in Barcelona. He was 
discovered by Roger Sanchez in 2012 and featured on his label Stealth 
Records for the annual compilation “Release Yourself”



And with what?

I have 2 gigs that come to my mind: 
• MISA x ClubRoom, Santiago - Chile
• Clube Inbox, Curitiba - Brazil

Both gigs had all the ingredients: amazing crowd, 
great sound system, great organisation team.
I felt really connected with the dance floor, that gave 
me incredible sensations.

Who do you particularly like on the world stage at 
the moment?

As there are no gigs at the moment, I’m gonna men-
tion an Artist who made an absolute banger: James 
Solace with his track ‘Keep On’ out on Hot Creations. 
It was released last year, just before the lockdown but 
it remains one of the best track I heard in a year. I 
can’t really wait to be back on stage to play it loud!  

Since you have already accomplished a lot in the 
music field, what’s next on your list?

We are going to stay focused, and the next step would 
be to launch my own label. We are thinking on it with 
my management and will start it when it will be the 
right moment! Stay tuned! hehe

What new things can we expect from Juanito this 
year?

I have some exciting releases the next months. We are 
going to celebrate the 30th edition of my Juanit’home 
sessions which also coincides with its 1st anniversary. 
And hopefully, some gigs for the Summer! 

Thank you for the interview! I had a good time!

Top persoN France

Clarisse Records, Time Has Changed, Stereo 
Productions. You also got support from artists 
like Marco Carola, Adam Beyer, Matthias Tan-
zmann, Yousef, Nic Fanciulli, Roger Sancez, 
Erick Morillo, Blond, ISH, Davide Squillace, 
Claude Von Stroke, Mark Knight and many 
others. What do you think your success is ? 

Wow thank you for your kind words about my 
Music. I would say that the most important 
thing is my determination: I’m doing everything 
at 200% even if it’s not easy everyday but thanks 
to my dedication, I think people feel this. 

What things inspire you to create new musical 
masterpieces?

I’m listening to a lot of music that helps me to 
find inspiration. Also during gigs I have, I can 
see what kind of music works on the dance floor. 
As well, visiting new countries and cities brings 
a lot of ideas. That’s why during this current 
COVID-19 crisis, I have way less inspiration to 
produce Music, but always thinking positive, 
that is my state of mind!

About events. Right now the pandemic doesn’t 
allow you to tour, what methods do you use to 
keep your fans interested in you?

I have the chance to be well surrounded in every 
moment and particularly by both people: my 
girlfriend and my manager, Amrit. It allows to 
remain with a positive feeling and watching to 
the future! With Amrit, we planned things for 
that weird time to keep active in order to contin-
ue our development: 
 - Releasing music every month
 - Starting a Livestream series: Juanit’home 
sessions, almost 30 episodes. 
 - Strengthening social media presence
 - Curating a Spotify Playlist 
Just to name a few!

What is your most memorable performance? 
4140
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JULIAN COLLAZOS

Hi Julian, how are you? It can 
present a person who doesn’t 
know you yet. When did you 
start working as a DJ and why 
do you like this job? 

Hello everyone, my real 
name is Julian David Collasso 
Henao. Soya from Colombia, 
specifically Yumbo Valle del 
Cauca. I started working as a 
DJ since I was a kid. Then it 
was the parties for friends and 
small events in the city where I 
lived. It was there that I had a 
taste for music, not to mention 
the fact that my father was a 
percussionist. Working with 
music fascinates me because 
it’s where you can express 
my feelings and see people 
screaming or clapping me. It’s 
great, I like to search for mu-
sic and collect it, and I’m not 
just talking about electronic 

music. It’s a diverse music that 
helps me create an unusual 
Tech House sound in my dj-
set, minimalism tones, Deep 
Techno, Afro House, House 
and other genres. 

For most producers, original-
ity precedes the learning stage 
and often mimics others. How 
to describe your own evolution 
as a DJ and write a music? 

In fact, I think of evolution not 
as an imitation, but rather as 
a result of maturity and years 
of work, over time. Hearing is 
becoming increasingly refined. 

Are you a producer and DJ, 
where are you most comforta-
ble, in the studio or on stage?
 
I feel great in both places, both 
in the studio and on stage. In 

both places perfectly express 
creativity and feelings. 

Let’s say you have a concert 
tonight. Tell us about your 
preparation for the concert, 
from the choice of material to 
the visual. 

 I usually get ready a week 
before the event. It’s a choice 
of music and a selection of 
clothes. My wife helps me with 
the latter. In choosing music I 
always prepare, many different 
genres that help to find a con-
nection with the audience. 

Do you think DJing is a con-
stant improvisation? Do you 
have a different definition? 

Of course, you should always 
have a trump card up your 
sleeve. 

colomBiaTop persoN
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What were your main goals early in your DJ 
career and how have they changed over time? 

My main goal is to always be in the best record 
labels in the world, play at big festivals and 
bring my energy to different parts of the world. 
Every year in the music industry everything 
changes, so I’m on the right track. Now, during 
the pandemic, I’m waiting for everything to go 
back to normal, and I’m still working hard. 

Do you trust your vision as a producer and 
always trust your own judgment and taste? 

Of course, I think that’s the key to trusting 
what you’re working on. 

What are the main «obstacles» facing elec-
tronic music in your country now? 

The only obstacle is the pandemic, because it 
is no secret that the nightlife guild has suffered 
due to restrictions. We hope this happens soon, 
and it will be remembered as a bad memory, 
and return to normal life. 

The most important moments of your career? 

I think it’s a nomination for the best home 
technology producer in my country to keep 
working with the world’s great labels. By the 
way, we recently released a new release for the 
Jamie Jones label - HOTTRAXX. There’s still 
a lot of other good news that’s already on the 
way. 

We know that he has won the award for the 
best producer of technology houses in Colom-
bia. The tell us were the competition. 

The contest takes place every year, and pro-
ducers across the country are nominated, and 
the winners are the ones with the best works of 
the year. The truth is, I’m very proud to have 
worked hard to succeed, and thank God things 
are happening. 

What tips can you give to young artists who 
want to advance their musical career? 

The only advice I always give is to keep dream-
ing. Anything is possible if you dream of a 
great job every day to get what you dream of. 
You will always see difficulties, like everything 
in life, but with discipline and dedication all 
that can be achieved. 

Top persoN colomBia
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promoTer aNd Clubs italy

FABRIZIO 
DE MEIS
Cocorico is a nightclub in Riccione, Rimini Prov-
ince, Italy. Opened in 1989, it has become Italy’s 
largest and most famous dance center and ranks 
14th on the list of the 100 best clubs in the world 
according to the British magazine DJ Mag. 

Hello Fabrizio, a world-
class magazine. 

Thanks a lot.  

organized a summer festival dedicated to Co-
corico’s 30th anniversary, and I know I wrote 
a page of the club’s history, which no one can 
erase.  

You are considered one of the most impor-
tant promoters in the world, we know that 
before the pandemic there were difficulties 
because you had to leave Kokorico. Do I 
think it was a painful separation? 

Cocorico’s farewell was terrible.  

Cocorico was my life, I still wake up at night, 
dreaming of Cocorico. Without it I feel na-
ked, but every love story has its end, and now 
as Cocorico we have to look to the future, 
paving different paths, but our connection 
will never change. 
 
Describe in a nut words the situation with 
«Clubs» in Italy. 

The situation with clubs in Italy was already 
low even before Covid. I think this hurricane 
pandemic has restarted everything and that 
after Covid it may be more space than be-

fore Covid. Opinions about clubs need to be 
changed and after Covid, approaches need to 
be rethred to give a reboot. Maybe it’s hard at 
first, but then I think there are great opportu-
nities. 

Should clubs, the little ones, focus on the 
big ones of people or should they try to cre-
ate their own product? 

I don’t think neither of us, but rather both. 
However, there is no hay I do in the concept 
of DJ as the only main character, but with 
global art projects that bring mass to the 
world of clubs, music, art, fashion, shows. I 
present an extended recipe with many ingre-
dients. I’m afraid those seen alone in an artist, 
with a new name, and with that name of artist 
whose name has long been in the ear, will be 
disappointed. 

Do you think live performances or DJ sets 
are better? 

The important thing is the quality in 
everything you do, so I would say that both, 
although I have to say that some live perfor-
mances really fascinated me. I remember, for 

How did this forced shut-
down time pass due to 
COID?  

«It was a very difficult time. 
For 25 years I lived in a non-
stop rhythm every night and 
life was always at its best. 
Thanks to Kovid, I had to 
stop everything. It was very 
difficult, but I had the oppor-
tunity to spend a lot of time 
with my family and young 
children, who fill me with joy 
and love.

 I looked back at everything 

I’d done and imagined the fu-
ture. Clearly, if nightlife miss-
es, it’s impossible to hide.   

You are the owner and artis-
tic director of Cocorico, one 
of the most important clubs 
in the world for many years. 
How is it?  

It’s an amazing experience, 
«Cocorico» is part of my life, 
it’s inside me, and it always 
will be. It’s a privilege for me, 
the club has become part of 
my story. I directed the club 
to the World’s No.14 brand, 

ИНТЕРВЬЮ С ВЛАДЕЛЬЦЕМ ЛЕГЕНДАРНОГО  ИТАЛЬЯНСКОГО КЛУБА 
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example, live Paul Van Dyk in Cocoric, but 
also amazing DJ sets. I remember 12 hours 
of b2b with Luciano and Villalobos, 12 hours 
b2b Marco Carola with Crazy Dice, just to 
make some examples of unforgettable nights.  

What forecast for the future of the club 
movement in Italy? 

I don’t think restarting the club will be easy 
for everyone. The parties and parties again 
with renovated I saw reintroduced. I’m more 
concerned about the continuity of pandemic 
restrictions, because two years of total shut-
down is a lot, and restarting the entire enter-
tainment industry won’t be so easy.
 
Thank you Fabrizio, we left the classic ques-
tion, what are the planes for the future? 

Not that there is a future, my career could be 
here, I had the privilege of making an extraor-

dinary career that lasted almost 30 years. It 
has worked with the best artists in the world 
music industry, the best artists of all kinds of 
music, I signed projects such as Cocoric, Di-
abolika, Acquafan, Puerto de Rimini, Space, 
Red zone, and many others. I don’t see my-
self in this reality second, and I can’t imagine 
myself today, especially after everything I’ve 
done. that a new adventure can give me emo-
tional uprising. 

I have to show my best qualities again, in 
new and very important projects, and it can 
be difficult, but I have always liked difficult 
tasks. Otherwise, it means that the beautiful 
part of my life is over and that new roads will 
open. 

promoTer aNd Clubs Italy
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World FesTival

World Music Festival Europe 
In full preparatIon! 

50

World Festival Music Europe is preparing 
to open the season of unforgettable par-
ties for all outdoor fans under the mag-
nificent sets of popular DJs.  

The international team of the World Fes-
tival Music Europe has everything you 
need for this type of event, with high per-
sonal safety, which is especially important 
when famous artists are going to perform 
on stage. 

So far, the organizers have announced 
the first five great artists. The head of the 
poster will be the famous FtimaHajji, 

followed by the international Christian 
artists Pranto, Eli Rojas, Gius-S and the 
young talent Luis Lobo. 

As for the territory where the festival will 
be held, nothing is yet known, but there 
is information about the duration of the 
event, which will be 8 hours, from 4 p.m. 
to 10 a.m. 

For more information, you can go to the 
worldfestivalmusiceurope instagram and 
ask the consultant any questions you are 
interested in. 



How long does your pro-
ject take?  

April will be two years. 

What tanned tan tan tan 
tan so true are the claims 
about your research into 
neural networks? 

It seems to us that the rumors 
don’t reflect half of what’s go-
ing on. We take the effects of 
music on neural connections 
in the human brain seriously. 
Consider some paradox that 
to study the brain, we use 
neural networks of our own 
production. With the help of 
an electroencephalogram, it 
removes readings from the 

cerebral cortex, and then 
computer neural networks 
per moving participant. Our 
task is to find the maximum 
number of story sequences 
of sound and rhythm notes, 
than positively a person from 
planet Earth.

At the same time, without 
affecting associative cultur-
al, mental or ethnic ties. In 
addition, by the term - «pos-
itive impact», we mean pure 
- euphoria ... 

How many participants are 
currently in your project? 
 
Not counting us a two, and 
it’s About Obrazcoff Anton 

and Alessandro Ramires. 
We were joined by a very 
interesting person.  First 
of all, we are looking for a 
female voice for the project. 
However, much more.  

In the end, there are three 
of us.  But we want to write 
down three regular partici-
pants who are related to the 
lab and music production. 
But there are also partici-
pants such as DJs, artists, 
musicians, programmers...  

We’re no longer joking 
about the musical celebra-
tion, we’re just moving in 
this direction.  

R.U.D.A.
ART PROJECT

What is Neromatic Disco? 
 
Watertmatic disco, or as 
we call it Dromaticica... In 
its final form, it is a Deep 
Tech style control. The base 
is based on Trible disc and 
percussion. In addition to 
a sound with organic neu-
ro-design. That is, sound is 
the most affected in the red 
neural of the human brain. 
There are many scientific 
approaches and our know-
how. However, if you think 
there is no time or space 
for creativity, then you are 
deeply wrong, just the op-
posite. 

Do you have jesToko Dis-
co? 

At the moment there is a 
change of owner and loca-
tion. So far, the information 
is private. The only thing we 
can report is that the label 
is moving to Portugal. We 
are also still its founders 
and members, but it will be 
managed by others. 

Do you plan to make your 
speeches in the near fu-
ture, if so, where?  

The planemos are tanned 
soon as we solve the tech-
nical problem. The hardest 
part is reducing the size and 
weight of the iron, which 
they have to carry with you.  

Its weight ranges from 90 
to 170 kilograms. As they 

say... Here’s a good talk.) 

We are often invited, but un-
fortunately we have to make 
a difficult transfer. Of course, 
we could exhibit a technical 
rider to the sites, and ride 
exclusively with units. 

But there are only cases 
where the inviting party is 
not able to show the neces-
sary iron. And the second 
point is that not all of us live 
in the same city. It’s good if 
the question is St. Peters-
burg, or Moscow. Some are 
deterred by the price of our 
performance. It seems to us 
that you forget how much 
work is invested in the end 
of the product.  And the fact 
that everything is alive. At 
the moment, we’ve made 
an unpleasant decision for 
ourselves. What we’ll write 
all on vinyl. This will great-

ly simplify the task, but the 
performance itself alive af-
ter that can be called with a 
stretch.  

How long does it take to 
produce a single track?
 
Three to five to seven hours. 
In some cases, it’s longer. 
Here we have to explain 
that we are producing a lot 
of material, and the mayor 
part is not for ourselves. At 
the moment, it is not allowed 
to disclose the details of the 
contract in force. We hope 
that at the end of the year 
we will make all the com-
mitments about it and count 
everything that can be eas-
ily buried with the workload 
for decent money, but not to 
see the last live. Believe me, 
we’re talking about a very 
decent sum. 

Top persoN ruSSia
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How long does a music take?
 
I write solo music 5-6 years, but 
doY DJing, taught his students 
more than 11 years. Now I’m 
more focused on performance 
with additional takeaway effects 
and sequencers, the hybrid I call 
live, where in fact the track is 
remixed in riallive mode. 

Of course, I can tell you that 
your remix Batteriebetrieb - 
Vibrations (QOMA remix) got 
the highest rating on the TOP 

REMIX chart in February. Tell 
us about this work and its ori-
gin story. 
 
I love this remix. Just because 
once in the races of the next 
minimal techno novelty, I re-
ceived my hand the original 
Berlin artist Batteriebetrieb 
called ... (Let’s keep my mini-
mal techno hit list secret) and 
it drove me crazy, practically, 
by designing underground fx 
elements on this track. Then 
there was a strong female dis-

course, which in my soul im-
mediately established a love 
for his style of music. A person 
focuses on human emotions 
- speech, sounds, sighs, laugh-
ter. No child’s vocal and regu-
lar-speaking parties. It is rare-
ly possible to find it without 
the impurity of commercial 
sound, and I found it... Well, 
I fell in love, I wrote, I said I 
want to do an official remix 
for the next release, he threw a 
track at me. It also turned out 
to be my favorite «almost vocal 

Take part in our first international Stars Time list and win the best remix. Tell our readers 
about yourself. 

WINERS TOP CHART FEBRUARY 2021Top persoN ruSSia

DJ AND MUSIC PRODUCER

WINNER OF THE TOP 10 REMIX 
TABLE FEBRUARY 2021 - QQOMA 

TOP 

WINNER

CHART10
REMIX



talk» and I realized that I guessed 
my pet at once ... Well, of course 
he liked my remix. Germans will 
always appreciate minimal techno/
techno on merit, they are a profes-
sional in this.
 
As I know, you have two projects 
called zoma and zqoma. A differ-
ence from most artists in the world, 
you managed to deal creatively with 
names. Let’s talk about them. And 
which project is closest to you in 
spirit? 

Closer in the qqoma spirit. Play 
more often on vinyl. The love for the 
project arose after Konyushennaya)) 
Like most of the underground art-
ists of our immenses. Well, it’s really 
impossible not to go underground 
with your head on Konyushennaya. 
I don’t even know how to describe it, 
it is necessary to see /listen / there it 
was necessary to be.... 

Since 2016, when I first arrived in 
Steken, Mosaik, love immediately 
from the first step behind the protec-
tion zone ... Dance floor / sound / at-
mosphere / freedom in everything....  

Before that, he wrote, produced 
and made tech house and deep, 
partly deep minimum. The audience 
who loved him in me could hear my 
ensembles permanently in Kvadrat 
after the party, where I was a resi-
dent these years. But after the stables 
in my soul everything turns upside 
down. There’s no hay to find your 
exact location. And when I, while 
there, realized that mine was just 
revealing it there, in that audience, 
fashion, atmosphere, 

I stopped playing and writing sauce. 
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All the wrong playlists were 
rude, deprivation and cruelty, 
they squared everything to me 
later, because drunken audienc-
es couldn’t accept depression in 
music. People resting there, un 
ready to experiment, waited for 
my usual atmosphere to shake 
their hands up and under the 
screams under the rhythm of 
Deep House and Tech. But you 
can’t support them. At one point 
I realized that all this life wasn’t 
in the music it was. Italy), and 
tore off the winner’s laurels. 

Then came to mind a decision: 
who loves me, you can enjoy 
and accept everything you ex-
perience and change in yourself 
artist, and who is not ready - 
do not need me. I decided not 
to lose the guys who are close 
to any musical style under my 
hands, and it adds to double 

nickname q after all smart and 
guessed will understand that it 
is me, only modified, but with 
its only presentation style. And 
those who will come under-
ground are uncompromising, 
they don’t need to know who 
Qoma was. 

So he left an old nickname for 
the good people of Pangana. 
And aggression, play and psy-
chosis multiply to this day, only 
now for the most part for the 
capital. 

Here’s the summary you can say 
I’m in character one at a time - 
relentless, uncompromising and 
hard as industrial and acid out-
of-hand qqoma  

But a woman wakes up some-
times in me, and we like to be 
soft, romantic and innate. Then 

my releases like qoma - Baby 
Girl (Lou-Lou Records) are 
replacing the same thing. Bel-
gium)
 
Very often many clubbers have 
the opinion that girls can’t play 
normal techno. What can you 
say? 

Music is not chosen by genre, 
it is important the sound of 
human brain perception, sense 
of style, rhythm, composition. 
Many girls not only play bet-
ter, but sometimes write tech-
no better. In general, gender is 
something that biology is left of, 
not music. Ears then thank God 
that all people have. 

In your entire music career, how 
many pitches have you pitched? 
What was the main motivation 
for writing your music? 
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For all the music activity (I don’t like the word 
career, let’s leave it to office employees, music 
- it’s just creativity) launches more than 15 
releases. Until now. 2 of them are their own 
vinyl records on Berlin label Techno Vinyls 
Records. motivation. At some point I had 
quite an idea by accident, and if other people 
on the planet would play the track, and there 
would be my name. It also means that erro-
neous particles are present in all parts, with 
no hay limit for distribution, such as a red, 
arms so long of the octopus - everywhere and 
everywhere. Maybe that’s why I don’t write 
«to the table», all my songs are successfully 
released on foreign labels, spread all over the 
planet, four tracks - in St. Petersburg.  

If you can change one thing in the music in-
dustry, what would you choose and why?
 
I would like artists to arrive at events alone, 
just for music, for focus, for the work them-
selves and the rise of musical culture. Not 
because she successfully hanged out or met 
with the party organizer. The injustice of such 
a show business organization sometimes in-
furiates me with this, I want to shout «stop 
playing brother-in-law music, your guards, 
photographers, sideboards don’t know how 
to be musicians by definition!» 

Who served as a guide for your work early 
in your career? Who is the standard of mu-
sical quality for you now? 

At the beginning of the trip in 2009 my idol 
was and remains Helga - an incredibly tal-
ented list’a student. Well, he started all the 
regions at h’ram in 2007-2009. It was prayed 
for all those who respected the real woman, I 
remember standing on her set and saying to 
myself, 

O my God, what kind of music is it, what is 
it called, why not imagined it and never the 
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ear before, is a divine rhapsody? 
I wish I knew how much I loved 
her. And then I was only 20 
years old. And I even realized 
that there is corrupt music from 
the dance floors, and that there 
is a world of underground. The 
other side of our planet is un-
derground. He turned the plan-
et around and then -- op! Stable, 
Helga, List, Peter, songs without 

choruses and «an endless track 
that doesn’t end all night», caps 
without visors, knee-length 
socks stretched out, jackets with 
holes with a bum and such sin-
cere love and uncoordination at 
home and techno. The standard 
of musical quality is Berlin.
 
What are the planes for 2021?
 

In 2021, I’ll be the same. I’ll 
add even more vinyl to the sets, 
I won’t ask to put vinyl play-
ers and convince you on this. 
My planes are eternal stability. 
There’s no take it when I shoot 
people in different directions. 
And I can’t stand it in the first 
place. 
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In my opinion, you are lucky in life. This is 
the first time you’ve been on our chart and 
you’ve won. What do you think of that? And 
how often do you enter such contests?  
 
First of all, I have to say that I’m very happy 
that I got first place for the first time. It’s really 
a great honor for me. It was the first time I was 
able to present my music in a contest like this. 
 
Listening to all the DJ’s from all over 
the world, our team noticed your great 
taste in music and professional delivery.  
 
There were so many sets from different 
artists from so many genres of electronic 
music, and I was lucky enough to have 
my style take the top spot. I would call all 
the tracks with a few words «groovy tech 
house» with the presence of «minimal» they 
always lure everyone to the dance floor. 
 
Reading your bio, I saw that you have 
participated in street parade in the past. 
How did you get there, and what was 
your most memorable part of the event? 
 
I was in the street parade in Zurich in 
2015 on a parade truck, which turned out 
to be one of the highlights of my life. It’s a 
huge opportunity to present your music 

in front of 1 million people and experience 
unforgettable emotions. I want to play there 
again to get unforgettable emotions again. 
 
Let’s talk about your production work. 
You write music and you get released 
on many labels around the world. How 
many releases have you managed to get 
out in all that time? And which release 
do you consider your most successful? 
 
Yes, that’s true, I already have several 
releases on different labels in Germany, 
Spain and South America. My EP last year 
on Duff Music was great, of course there are 
other tracks that were also very good, but I will 
keep trying as time allows me to stay active. 
 
Your plans for this year... What 
interesting things do you plan to do? 
 
The coronavirus crisis has to go away 
first. And when the clubs reopen, of 
course, get active in club life again. I will 
be working hard on new titles on various 
labels. And keep working on my dream by 
playing my music in different countries. 
 
 

INTERVIEW WITH THE WINNER OF THE FEBRUARY TOP 10 DJ MIX CHART



Tell us about your Jukie Jukes channel.  When 
was it created, who was on your team and how 
was the idea born? 

Jukie Jukes is more of a band than a channel.  The 
idea for “Jukie Jukes” was first born during one of 
the party’s birthday celebrations in March 2019. 
At that party, we realized that we were all as a 
family, open to each other, and we thought may-
be we could do something together in the field of 
techno music. The interest that has grown an idea 
among team members eventually materialized in 
one of the best projects of 2019. 

Jukie Jukes’ main goal is to spread happiness 
through music. 

With the advent of the pandemic in Portugal, Juk-
ie Jukes’ planes changed, and as soon as all events 
were cancelled, we started making weekly Insta-
gram podcasts with DJs and producers, which 
were then also posted on our YouTube channel. 

Jukie Jukes’ Spotify music playlists of The Bass-T, 
Corbz, Munflai and Vazz zini must also be made 

public.  In parallel with our Dj’ing and Produc-
tion, Jukie Jukes’ has become a team with all 
kinds of responsibilities and skills, from sound 
and electrical engineering to architecture and 
design. 

Which countries already participate djs in your 
program? 

Although we aspire to a thriving international 
community, the goal now is to strengthen Por-
tuguese techno music culture, so the artist must 
speak Portuguese.  Despite this restriction, we al-
ready had DJs from Brazil, France and the Neth-
erlands. 

What would you describe “Your own atmos-
phere”? 

 I don’t think I can describe it in any way, but 
we’re sure everyone who came to us at Jukie Jukes 
felt it and stayed with us! 

Jukie Jukes Portugal
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«Elegance is not about standing 
out, but about being remembered.». 

Giorgio Armani
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LINDA BORANGA
Fashion Designer

FASHIONAND STYLE
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From the hidden passion is born 
the work that brings so much 
satisfaction.  Linda Boranga, art 
daughter and beautiful Italian. For 
many years it has been one of the 
starting points of reference on the 
fashion sector and beyond. She is 
a fashion designer, stylist, fashion 
consultant, art director, and more 
recently also a radio presenter. 
With many years of experience, he 
collaborates with companies that 
promote their brands throughout 
Italy. 

Linda, how was your passion for 
this profession? 

It started in high school, I always 
liked to draw and make fashion 
sketches. After graduating, I want-
ed to go to the Istituto Marangoni 
School in Milan, a well-known 
design school in Europe, but my 
parents are the ones who follow my 
studies in the classical course, and 
what I did. I enrolled in engineering 
and construction and worked as a 
security manager at an engineering 
studio in Foligno to make some 
money. But then, when I was about 
22 years old, I decided to participate 
in a national competition of young 
designers, divided into different 
regions of Italy. I learned about the 
contest by reading several fashion 
magazines.

The contest itself was organized 
by one of the magazines. Without 
saying anything to my parents, I 
sent some of my sketches and my 
résumé, which I didn’t really have at 
the time. In fact, it was a challenge 
for me, and I won. They liked my 
sketches, and I made the clothes 
that are most in the fashion show. In 
the end, they liked them, and I took 
third place, winning an internship 
in a famous fashion house. 

Any creative person needs to be 
constantly self-improvement. How 
do you get through this?  

Immediately after the competition 
at the Institute of Design and deliv-
ery of fashion designer diploma. I 
decided to create my own collection 
and opened a store to sell it. But 
after a while the situation became 
a little tense. I wanted to open my 
horizons even more, so I entered the 
European Design Institute of Rome, 
specializing in fashion style and art 
director. A break from there, a new 
world completely opened up for me. 
I met many designers and started 
following great fashion shows in 
Italy. 

What are your planes for the com-
ing months? 

КAs a fashion stylist, continue to 

take care of the brand’s image and 
marketing, the most ambitious 
project he created. I recently made 
a film about my brand. It’s a lot of 
fun and fun, so you’ll soon see me 
on TV. 

What would you like to do in the 
future? 

I would still like to continue teach-
ing and transmitting experience to 
young people who want to enter this 
world.  

Is it important to follow fashion or 
do you think everyone should look 
their own? 

It is important to always take care 
of yourself. Fashion gives you a 
shape, but it should never lose your 
personality. You have to pay atten-
tion to the smallest details and stay 
in the day with the times. I always 
say that everyone, except their own 
style, has their own physique. So he 
advised everyone who follows fash-
ion, for those who want to, but to 
some extent. 

Who’s your favorite designer? 

“Valentino”: classic, but innovative. 
He’s a designer to me. In addition, 
there are not many others who have 
made their mark in the world of 

fashion and tailoring such as Armani 
and Coco Chanel. Then, at one point, I 
felt the influence of dolce and Gabbana 
style, which together with Versace gave 
a more special touch of pre-set cloth-
ing with innovative costumes. They 
also forced Isabella Rossellini to wear 
a tank top, which has always been a 
symbol of bon tons.”

Today, remembering what you hap-
pened, what would you do over and 
over again? 

Yes, but from the beginning. 

Do you think you should always pur-
sue your dream?

Of course, but logically. You have to 
learn and have a strong foundation, 
such as being suitable for certain types 
of work.
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Расскажите нам об одежде, которую вы 
сейчас носите? Какие марки? 

У меня нет специфического вкуса к одежде, я 
могу носить простую футболку так же, как я 
могу носить модное платье.

Расскажите нам о ваших любимых брендах, 
дизайнерах и почему вы выбрали эти марки 
одежды?

У меня нет любимого дизайнера. У меня очень 
эклектичный вкус.

Какие ваши любимые магазины и бутики?
Мои любимые магазины - это те, которые 
продают удобную одежду, несмотря на бренд.

Какие у вас привычки в шоппинге?

Когда я иду по магазинам, я стараюсь делать 
это как можно быстрее, потому что я не из тех, 
кто любит ходить по магазинам (смеется). Если 
я вижу что-то, что мне нравится, я покупаю 
это. Обычно я не трачу много времени, глядя 
на одежду, пытаясь представить себя в ней. И 

редко я пробую, прежде чем купить ее...

Вы занимаетесь каким-либо видом спорта?

Одним из моих увлечений был и настольный 
теннис, и футбол, и легкая атлетика.

Какая ваша самая дорогая покупка?

Моя самая дорогая покупка? Моя машина.

Что вы никогда не будете носить?

Я никогда не говорю “никогда”. Может быть, 
однажды ты увидишь, как я выступаю в 
костюме астронавта.

Покупка, о которой вы жалеете?

Нет ничего, о чем я сожалею в своей жизни.

Что вы планируете купить?

Я планирую купить все, что необходимо для 
создания домашней студии для работы над 
музыкой. Но, прежде всего, я купилю дом.

CRISTIANA 
PRANTO

@cristianapranto

FASHIONAND STYLE

Let’s talk about your favorite brands and 
designers. And why did you choose these 
marks? 

My favorite designer right now is Olive Rusten 
because he handles a lot of skin that I love: gold, 
black and latex. 

What are your favorite shops and boutiques? 

My favorite store is Louis Vuitton, because I 
liked that this brand has a lot of classic design 
and quality. 

What are your shopping habits?  

I love black, most of my clothes in this color, I love 
boots, coats and I also look for comfort during 
shopping because I like to feel comfortable. 

Do you do some kind of sport?  
I do spinning, and sometimes I jog in the park. 
And the gym is part of my life.

 
What’s your most expensive purchase? 

I think these are the boots from Luis Vuitton’s 
collection. 

What are you never going to use? 

Ha-ha-ha floral dresses. 

A purchase I’m going to take you down from?
 
No hay. He was always an obsessive buyer. Now 
he changed) 

What do you plan to buy? 

Now I think I’m going to buy Gucci shoes that 
I liked recently. 

IT’S FASHIONABLE! 
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Lee Burridge - Leee EP 
Tag: All day I dream 
Format: 12» 

British club stage veteran Lee Bur-
ridge continues to surprise listen-
ers with an interesting sound. On 
a solid list of releases his all-day 
I Dream label added - his own 
album with atmospheric compo-
sitions. Three original tracks and 
a remix are more suitable for the 
pre-party than for a dance party. 
If you pick up deep house on vi-
nyl - pay attention to this disco. 
 

Turn on the mood to the fullest! The international 
magazine «Top Event» and the vinyl nightclub 
store «Plastik» recommend this month the best 
new products released on vinyl. 

DEEP HOUSE

TRIPMASTAZ - Ulybok Tebe 
Ded Makar EP 
Label: Body parts 
Format: 12” 

The Russian music manufacturer 
in person of TRIPMASTAz keeps 
giving us regular quality product. 
Another nightclub with a fun for 
Russian-speaking listener named 
Ulybok Tebe Ded Makar - is 
characteristic for the jackin artist, 
simple and perfarabic technology 
and new fashion left field. Mul-
tifaceted, diverse and as always 
talented. 

        TECH HOUSE

EL CHOOP - Loco sends EP 
Label: Ecocord 
Format: 12 

Going far into the dub techno 
world with the Echocord Denmark 
label. Nothing radically new, but 
at the same time qualitatively, at-
mospheric and as deep as possible. 
The album is not intended to be a 
“dance floor hero”. Insane Send EP 
is smart, thoughtful music and not 
for everyone. To understand that 
music, you need a certain back-
ground. 

DUB TECHNO

UMEK / COSMIC BOYS - 1605 
V062 
Label: Music Therapy 1605 
Format: 12» 

This is exactly the Umek we love 
and remember. Just a great release 

with a classic techno, which you 
can remove even without listen-
ing - the author’s name already 
given a lot. Many years ago, Umek 
celebrated his first rave party in a 
small Slovenian village where he 
once lived. It was a point of being 
arrested for disturbing the public 
order - the locals were surprised 
by the music that sounded from 
the speakers. In a pleasant shock 
of the new record you will be and 
you. 

ASC - Ideasthesia 
Label: Veil 
Format: 12» 

British producer ASC, who 
now lives in San Diego. He 
grew up in different parts of 
England and began working as 
a DJ at school. He recorded his 
first demonstrations in 1997. 
He now owns and opera sever-
al labels, including Velo, where 
he regularly distributes his own 
material. On the album Ideas-
thesia up to four original drum 
compositions very atmospher-
ic and inass - definitely go to all 
fans of the style. 

TECHNO

DRUM & BASSPROZAK - Time is now white 
Vol 2 
Label: Time is now white 
Format: 12» 

This British round in its purest 
form of the PRO’ZAK project. 
Uk Garage and 2 Step, which is 
now quite released, but the al-
bum «Time Is Now White Vol 2» 
is still in the big picture. What is 
especially common is the number 
of tracks included in the release 
- hay up to 6 of them. I highly 
recommend this album to fans of 
the style. 

UK GARAGE И 2 STEP

DAM SWINDLE - Spice Run 
Tag: Aus Music 
Format: 12» 

The Aus Music label focuses on 
the more experimental side of 
house, techno, electro and dub. 
The main artists of the label are 
Sideshow (Fink’s alter ego - the 
founder of the lab), as well as 
Lee Jones of My My, Brush by 
Swayzak and Will Saul. The 
qualities that combine different 
styles in Aus are detail, musi-
cality, exuberant melody, irre-
sistible groove and a healthy 
dose of dub. DAM SWINDLE 
- Spice Run is a confirmation 
of the label’s music policy. 

        HOUSE

JUNGLE

Unknown - Worries / Bam Bam 
Label: Vibez 93 
Format: 12” 

The young but very promis-
ing Vibez ‘93 is a subsidiary of 
Fokuz’s most famous recordings. 
High quality jungle, even those 
who are starting to dive into the 
world of broken rhythms. The la-
bel has many remakes of famous 
songs and the album Unknown 
- Worries / Bam Bam was no ex-
ception. Just for the sake of the 
Bam Bam track should I buy it. 

PLASTIK

Address of the shop - Russia, St. Petersburg, Ligovsky 53.  vk.com/plastikrecordshop
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SERATO OFFERS FREE VIEWING WHEN STREAMING A DJ SET. 
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Serato delivers images for use 
during DJ set transmission. 

With the closure of night 
clubs, streaming from home 
has become more popular 
than ever, so Serato decided to 
create visual effects so that DJs 
can increase the production 
of their broadcasts. 

For monthly updates, visual 
images can be used as loops or 
as VJ visuals. Right now, you 
can access background images 
of cities, landladys, rococo-
style houses, charming forest 
plots and more. 

Scotty Hogerbrug, Chief 
Marketing Officer of Serato, 
said: «Streaming DJs are 
responsible for music and 
all visual experiences. It’s 
an exciting new creative 

challenge, but it’s hard to get 
it right, so we decided we 
helped.» «A great selection 
of visual effects to make your 
outfit look like a drug.» The 
DJ’s needs are different from 
their regular streamers, so our 
creative team was a reserve to 

make sure we were on top.» 

Along with reduced visibility, 
Serato has also released a 
new extension for Twitch. 
Download Serato videos here. 



 «Top Event» is an international music and 
information magazine focused on the world 
of electronic music at the world level. 
The magazine covers topics about aspiring 
talented DJs, interviews with the best artists 
in the electronic industry in the world, 

promoters, record companies (labels), future parties and festivals. This magazine 
is a great form of promotion, no doubt for everyone. «Top Event» unites people 
and companies that are in a certain way connected with the realm of music and 
the field of entertainment, fashion, recreation and tourism.

The partner companies of the Top Event magazine are distributors of the 
magazine and take part in promoting the magazine on the world stage.

ГЕНЕРАЛЬНЫЕ ПАРТНЕРЫ

MOSKONEWS.COM
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PUBLICATION

RUSSIA

DECIBEL BOOKING AGENCY 
PROMOTION AND MANAGEMENT

DECIBEL MUSIC RECORDS
MUSIC LABEL

SPAIN

PORKY RECORDS
MUSIC LABEL

SPAIN

ПАРТНЕРЫ ЖУРНАЛА

TWENTYSIX
BOOKING AGENCY

LO SQUALO
MUSIC LABEL

SOUL BEAT
BOOKING AGENCY

AFTEREGO
MUSIC & MANAGEMENT

SPAIN

SUBSTRATE
MUSIC LABEL

KLAPSTER
MUSIC LABEL

MUSIC KEY
MUSIC LABEL

TIEFDRUCKGEBEAT
MUSIC LABEL

ITALY

KULTURE CLUB
NIGHT CLUB

IBIZA FIESTAS OZONO RECORDS
MUSIC LABEL

ARRAY RECORDS
MUSIC LABEL

SPAIN ITALY ITALY

UNITED KINGDOM GERMANY

ITALY ITALY

MICROCOSMOS
MUSIC LABEL

RUSSIA

DM2 RECORDS
MUSIC LABEL

SPAIN

HAUSTRONAUT 
RECORDINGS
MUSIC LABEL

SPAIN

NO.MUSIC
MUSIC LABEL

ITALY

SPAIN

SPAIN

ПАРТНЕРЫ ФЕСТИВАЛИ И РАДИОСТАНЦИИ

WORLD FESTIVAL MUSIC EUROPE
MUSIC FESTIVAL

SPAIN

EXPERIMENTALTV RADIO
MUSIC RADIO STATION

SPAIN

SPAIN

OZONO RECORDS
MUSIC LABEL

ITALY
SPAIN
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